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KNOW THE LEGACY
TRANSITIONAL KITCHENS
BY SCAVOLINI

NEW CLASSIC BY NATUZZI
WALK-IN-WARDROBE
BY SANTALUCIA MOBILI

In a kitchen with a traditional layout, there is no
shortage of interesting technical aspects: linear
burners built into the Grigio Billiemi marble top
and Opus equipped wall panel in painted metal in
Desert and Silver Dark colours.
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Orizzonte Up Stratified
Laminate magnetic wall panel

Magnetic
accessories
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Veneered Door

Leaded frame door with Clear
Satin finish glass
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Glossy lacquered door
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Opus equipped
wall panel

Handles
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Cornice

Scavolini's stylish research leads to the launch of
this new highly attractive kitchen model, where
beauty, class and design merge together to
embelish and enhance the value of the space
dedicated to the kitchen. CARATTERE, Vuesse
design, is an elegant, meticulous yet sophisticated
model. the frame door is the models signature. a
type od door design to bring together classical
propotions and contemporary clean cut shape.
And its international appeal allows Caratttere to speak to a public that
appreciates elemental silhouttes without wishing to sacrifice refinement, let
alone functionality. furnishing both limited and large expanses with style.
A distinguishing feature of Carattere, the grip
built into the frame door (in Iron Grey lacquered
finish, a very trendy shade), is capable of
amplifying the unadulterated essence of the
model. The handle grip is fitted horizontally on
the base units, whereas on the cabinets it is
arranged vertically: sophistication and clean-cut
shapes that outline the furnishings.

Design Speak

Fabio Novembre
designer

NEW CLASSIC

Fabio Novembre has been a leading light in the international design industry for over twenty years
due to the visual power and iconic nature of his style. Marked by a highly recognisable visionary
approach, his work has received a series of accolades and mentions in publications over the years.
He has been scientific director of the Domus Academy and served on the scientific committee of the
Design Museum at the Milan Triennale since 2019. Novembre and Natuzzi not only share a bond
with Apulia which is a “motherland” and muse for both of them, but they also have a common
passion for narration. This is what triggered their first key project together called Intro, which was an
installation at the 2016 Triennale put on display inside the “Stanze. Altre filosofie dell'abitare”
(“Rooms - Novel living concepts”) exhibition in partnership with the Furniture Fair. A fascinating
project based on a very lofty concept and a bearer of a sublime message, Intro brought to the fore
the best of both Novembre and Natuzzi. . Crafted from materials that are customarily used for sofa
manufacture and entirely hand-assembled by those who create sofas every day, Intro is a one-of-akind piece of artistry and a perfect way to offer the international audience at the Triennale tangible
proof of the love of craftsmanship that Natuzzi has always had. Four years down the line, Natuzzi
and Novembre continue their remarkable teamwork, as is apparent from the strong bold aesthetic
of the new collection and from the Circle of Harmony, with a project that encapsulates all the
extraordinary visual power of the designer from Lecce who many have likened to Fellini for his ability
to generate images with an unmistakable trademark

A walk-in wardrobe available in different
colours and finishes, it consists of shelves,
storage units and accessories organised to
make the environment functional and
elegant.
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